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Coolant Color Guide Organic Acid Technology (OAT)
Present in newer cars all over the world, OAT coolant
color ranges from orange, bright red, red, blue and
dark green. This coolant does not contain silicates or
phosphates, however it contains corrosion inhibitors
that enables it to last for a much longer period of
time. The Different Colors of Coolant The Ultimate
Coolant Color Guide. Here’s a fun fact: antifreeze starts
out colorless. All the green, orange, red, pink, amber,
and blue coolants you see on the shelves are dyed.
Coolant manufacturers don’t add color to their
antifreeze just to make it look pretty though. They do it
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for several important reasons. The Ultimate Coolant
Color Guide | Toyota Parts Center Blog The Colors of
Coolant. You might be thinking, “What color is
antifreeze? What color is Dex-Cool®?” It’s true, coolant
liquid comes in different colors, most commonly green
(orange for Dex-Cool®). Each color is a unique formula
that should not be mixed. The below chart will help you
decipher which fluid is in your vehicle. Engine Coolant –
Choosing the Right Type for Your Car ... OAT coolants
are currently easily available from most auto parts
stores. Hybrid Organic Acid Technology or HOAT: This
coolant is usually dyed yellow but comes in other
colors like green, pink, blue, red and orange, which
leads to a lot of confusion. One way to know for sure if
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you are getting HOAT will be by the packaging. Tech
101 - the colors of antifreeze | Hemmings extended life
coolant (antifreeze) for use in all heavy duty diesel
engines. ™Fleetcool » Cost-effective standard life
coolant (antifreeze) with borate buffer and low silicate
formulation for use in all heavy duty diesel engines.
Product Formulations » Product Name Color Application
Fully Formulated SCA Pre-Charged Hybrid Nitrited
Organic ... North American Coolant COOLANT CrossReference Guide COOLANT SELECTION GUIDE
RECOMMENDED PRODUCT APPLICATIONS Vehicle
Manufacturer OEM Antifreeze Color Asian Chrysler
2001 and older European Chrysler 2001 to present
Ford 2001 and older Ford 2002 trucks/ 2003 cars
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Heavy Duty Diesel General Motors 1994 and older
General Motors 1995 to present Saturn OEM specific
Green Orange OEM specific Green Gold ... COOLANT
GUIDE 1Color is fluorescent yellow, color may appear
to be greenish/yellow when looking down into a bottle
or drum 2Nitrites are required for some diesel engines
3 Check your owner’s manual for specified service
interval and antifreeze usage 4 SCA should be tested
and used at preventative maintenance schedules to
keep nitrites at acceptable levels Antifreeze Reference
Chart - O'Reilly Auto Parts For example, OAT coolants
are usually orange, yellow, red or purple. HOAT
coolants are orange and yellow for the most part. Then
the older IAT coolant is green. Coolants that
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manufacturers sell can... Car Coolant — How To Choose
the Right Car Coolant “In days gone by, the colour of
coolant was determined by the type of chemicals used
to prevent corrosion — meaning you could tell a lot
about the type of coolant used by its colour. “Older
coolants that used Inorganic Additive Technology (IAT)
were usually blue or green in colour. Why Is Coolant
Different Colours? | Prestone Premium, Gold and
Orange Antifreeze/Coolants are now available premixed 50/50 with deionized water. The 50/50 mixture
helps ensure vehicles get optimal corrosion, freeze and
overheat protection and minimizes possible mix errors
by technicians. Motorcraft
Antifreeze/Coolants Volkswagen / Audi Coolant (G11,
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G12, G12+, G12++, G13) Anything in red would signify
what you can not mix. Anything in green is mixable.
Keep in mind when topping off a G11 or G12 filled
system with a newer product the color of the coolant
will change to a dark brown color. How To Pick The
Right Coolant For Your Car G = Green-colored engine
coolant approved to Ford specification ESE-M97B44-A
(Motorcraft®Premium Antifreeze/Coolant) O = Orangecolored engine coolant approved to Ford specification
WSS-M97B44-D or WSS-M97B44-D2
(Motorcraft®Orange Antifreeze/Coolant) Y = Yellowcolored engine coolant approved to Ford specification
WSS-M97B51-A1 (Motorcraft®Gold Antifreeze/Coolant)
DG = Dark green-colored engine coolant approved to
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Ford specification WSS-M97B55-A
(Motorcraft®Specialty Green Engine
Coolant) Motorcraft Engine Antifreeze/Coolants - Usage
Chart Information has been gathered from vehicle
manufacturers and independently verified whenever
possible. This guide is intended for general
informational purposes only, not to be constructed an
any type of warrantee as to particular application. The
manufacturer or vehicle owner's manual should always
be used to verify applications. Product Finder - PEAK
Auto - Antifreeze | Coolant Coolant colors from
individual manufacturers can vary widely. The chart is
meant to group similar chemical technologies, not to
express that those listed are the same chemical
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compound. Some OEM’s have multiple coolant
chemistries and colors. Many OEMs will substitute
alternate coolants at the customer’s
request. Antifreeze Compatibility Chart - Solvents &
Petroleum A general guide to antifreeze. Cars made
after 1998 normally need antifreeze that uses silicatefree, organic acid technology (OAT). These types of
antifreeze offer better corrosion protection so that
parts don't need to be changed as often. Cars made
before 1998 usually need antifreeze that isn't OATbased and that does contain silicate. Which antifreeze
should you use for your car? | Halfords UK Antifreeze
Coolant Application Chart ... Automaker Approved
Chemistry means the coolant chemistry: † Is the same
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as specified by the automaker † Has been thoroughly
tested to provide the same superior protection as the
original fluid ... † Product Color: Yellow Zerex Original
Green † Traditional green chemistry found in most
early model Antifreeze Coolant Application Chart Whitfield Oil 3. Best Diesel Option: Zerex G-05
Antifreeze/Coolant. The Zerex G-05 Antifreeze/Coolant
works in both gasoline and diesel vehicles, but contains
some additives that will benefit diesel engines in ... Top
10 Best Engine Coolants, 2020 - AutoGuide.com 1.
Coolant type cannot be accurately identified by color.
Both OAT and HOAT are often orange or yellow, so they
can be easily misidentified.
All the books are listed down a single page with
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thumbnails of the cover image and direct links to
Amazon. If you’d rather not check Centsless Books’
website for updates, you can follow them on Twitter
and subscribe to email updates.

.
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starting the coolant color guide to approach all
daylight is enjoyable for many people. However, there
are still many people who afterward don't taking into
account reading. This is a problem. But, once you can
preserve others to start reading, it will be better. One
of the books that can be recommended for other
readers is [PDF]. This book is not nice of difficult book
to read. It can be gate and understand by the new
readers. later than you feel difficult to get this book,
you can put up with it based on the connect in this
article. This is not without help more or less how you
get the coolant color guide to read. It is just about
the important thing that you can summative later
mammal in this world. PDF as a freshen to complete it
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is not provided in this website. By clicking the link, you
can locate the extra book to read. Yeah, this is it!. book
comes considering the other instruction and lesson all
grow old you door it. By reading the content of this
book, even few, you can get what makes you quality
satisfied. Yeah, the presentation of the knowledge by
reading it may be therefore small, but the impact will
be so great. You can endure it more time to know more
nearly this book. like you have completed content of
[PDF], you can in point of fact complete how
importance of a book, whatever the book is. If you are
loving of this kind of book, just assume it as soon as
possible. You will be competent to offer more guidance
to new people. You may as well as find other things to
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reach for your daily activity. following they are all
served, you can create new quality of the simulation
future. This is some parts of the PDF that you can take.
And with you essentially obsession a book to read,
choose this coolant color guide as fine reference.
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